Background and Motivation for a Corpus Study
In Spanish verbs associated with three thematic roles, Agent, Theme and Recipient, like entregar 'hand, submit' and enviar 'send' 1 may appear in alternating constructions, where the recipient argument realizes as a prepositional phrase (PP, henceforth) headed by the preposition a 'to' or one doubled by a 3 rd person dative clitic le (sg) or les (pl), as shown in (1a) and (b), respectively. The latter option is commonly identified with the grammatical function of indirect object (IO, henceforth) in recent syntactic analyses of the alternation (Demonte 1995 , Cuervo 2003 ; inter alia), so we follow this tradition in this paper. For the sake of simplicity, we refer to sentences like (1a) and (1b) as the prepositional dative construction (PDC, henceforth) and indirect object dative construction (IODC, henceforth), respectively, throughout this paper. One empirical question that arises with respect to these sentences is whether they are free variants or if there are any distributional differences between them. An answer is provided by recent syntactic analyses proposed within the minimalist framework, in which the Spanish PDC and IODC are assimilated to two alternating dative constructions in English, the prepositional dative construction (PDC) and the double object construction (DOC), as in (2a) Traditionally, it has been claimed (Green 1974 , Oehrle 1976 , Pinker 1989 , Krifka 2004 ; inter alia) that for English the PDC denotes caused motion, while the DOC caused possession. This position is characterized as the uniform multiple meaning approach by Rappaport Hovav & Levin (RH&L 2008, henceforth) , according to which the dative verbs that participate in the alternation are commonly said to have two meanings, caused motion and caused possession, as shown in (3a) and (3b), respectively, each represented as having a complex event structure. Capitalizing on this idea, Harley (2002) proposes that the syntactic structures for the PDC and the DOC are as in (4a) and (4b), respectively, each homomorphic to its corresponding lexical decompositional meaning shown in (3). Those working within the minimalist framework (Demonte 1995 , Bleam 2003 , Cuervo 2003 ; inter alia) extend the shell-type analysis shown in (4), or its variants, to account for the alternation in Spanish and claim that dative verbs such as enviar 'send' are polysemous in that they uniformly denote caused motion in the PDC and caused possession in the IODC. 3, 4 In other words, they claim that the PDC and the IODC are in complementary distribution in terms of the types of event they denote, i.e, caused motion and caused possession, respectively.
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The adequacy of the traditional analysis of the dative alternation has been questioned for English from various points of views. RH&L (2008) , for instance, argue that the meaning of a dative sentence is not construction dependent but verb sensitive (give-type, send-type, etc.) . They argue it is primarily the verb semantics that determines the meaning of the sentence, and not the construction in which the verb appears. Using inferences (entailments) they show that give-type verbs (give, sell, lend, etc.) , for example, denote caused possession irrespective of the construction in which they appear, whereas send-type verbs (send, fax, etc.) may denote both caused motion and possession in the PDC but only caused possession in the DOC. 5 In essence, RH&L's position differs from the traditional uniform multiple meaning approach in that the PDC may denote both caused motion and possession for some verbs (send and throw-type) but denotes only caused possession for others (give-type). Both approaches agree that the DOC is for denoting caused possession for all verbs.
Taking a quick look at some relevant data, we observe that the uniform multiple meaning approach does not hold for Spanish either. Note that the give-type verb entregar 'hand, submit', for instance, allows a human recipient in both constructions but does not allow a locational goal in either construction, as shown in (5), indicating that entregar may denote caused possession only.
(5a) María le entregó el trabajo a su profesor/ #a la casa de su jefe.
'Mary submitted her professor/# her porfessor's house the work.'
(5b) María entregó el trabajo a su profesor/#a la casa de su profesor. 'Mary submitted the work to her professor/#to her professor's house.'
Enviar 'send', on the other hand, patterns differently from entregar. As shown in (6) below, it allows a human recipient but not a locational goal in the IODC, whereas it accepts both in the PDC. This fact indicates that enviar is restricted to denote caused possession in the IODC, but may denote both caused motion and caused possession in the PDC.
(6a) María le envió el trabajo al profesor/#a la casa del profesor. 'Mary sent the professor/#the professor's house the work.' (6b) María envió el trabajo al profesor/a la casa del profesor. 'Mary sent the work to the professor/to the professor's house.'
The patterns shown in (5) and (6) Wasow (2002) , who bases his study on corpus data, argues that the choice between the two dative constructions in English -which show two different constituent orders -is largely determined by factors like grammatical weight and information structure, and not by some meaning inherent in each construction. Following the principle supported by various scholars (cf. Hawkins 1994 , for instance) that a heavy NP or new information tends to be placed towards the end of a sentence in right-branching languages, he shows that the DOC (V NP dat NP) is selected when the dative is relatively less heavy than the other complement or represents given information; otherwise, the PDC (V NP PP dat ) is selected. RH&L (2008) follow this approach for the selection between the two dative constructions. 6 Can the selection between the two Spanish dative constructions also be explained on the basis of grammatical weight or information structure? Note that Wasow's analysis cannot be directly extended to explain the distributional differences between the two dative constructions in Spanish, for in this language it is not the word order but the presence or the absence of a dative clitic that formally distinguishes one dative construction from the other. In fact, both constructions allow two postverbal complement orders, i.e., DO IO/IO DO for the IODC and DO PP/PP DO for the PDC.
7 Nonetheless, Belloro (2007) , basing her analysis on informationstructure considerations, proposes that the argument selection between the PP and the IO correlates with different degrees of discourse referent accessibility and of topicality.
8 Although information structure may also shed some new light on postverbal complement ordering in Spanish dative constructions, 9 it does not seem to have much to do with the PP/IO argument selection itself, as we shall see in detail below.
To recapitulate, despite active discussions on the topic of the Spanish dative alternation in recent years, there has not been a thorough usage-based study conducted that describes the distributional patterns of the two dative constructions and at the same time examines the empirical adequacy of the various proposals made on the topic to date. The primary objective of the current study is exactly to fill this gap in order to gain a better understanding of the dative alternation in Spanish.
In order to achieve our objective, we first take our corpus data and characterize the types of objects standing as the dative argument in the two constructions, using certain referential properties such as animacy, definiteness, individuality, among others. We hypothesize that the fundamental difference may be found in the referential properties of the dative argument in the two constructions. We predict that the IODC, because it includes a clitic, will show more restricted distribution than the PDC in general; however, we expect to find some idiosyncratic differences among the five verbs with respect to the distribution of the two constructions. After analyzing the dative argument, we proceed to evaluate previous analyses focusing on the semantic as well as discourse pragmatic aspects of the two dative constructions. Concretely, we will provide answers to the following three questions: a) Does the corpus data allow us to identify any particular referential properties associated with the dative argument in the PDC and the IODC?; b) does the corpus data support the traditional uniform multiple meaning approach or the alternative verb sensitive approach with regard to the semantics of dative sentences?; c) does the corpus data support the proposal that the two dative constructions at issue are distinct with respect to information structure or any other cognitive/functional factor?
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 explains how the data for analysis were collected. Section 3 presents an analysis of the dative argument in the two constructions on the basis of certain referential properties, such as definiteness, animacy, etc., in an attempt to see if the two constructions can be differentiated in this respect. We also discuss the empirical adequacy of the two semantic approaches proposed of the dative alternation, i.e., uniform multiple meaning and the verb sensitive approach. Section 4 examines two analyses proposed from a functional and cognitive perspective on the alternation to see if our corpus data support their analyses. Section 5 presents concluding remarks.
Data Collection
Using the Spanish Royal Academy's Reference Corpus of Modern Spanish (Corpus de Referencia de Español Actual -CREA), 10 we gathered 2,367 tokens of dative constructionsPDCs and IODCs combined. They contain five dative verbs: entregar 'hand, submit', (235 tokens), dar 'give' (1,453 tokens), ofrecer 'offer' (212 tokens), otorgar 'grant, confer' (204 tokens), and enviar 'send' (263 tokens), which come from three different classes of dative verbs as compiled by Pinker (1989) for English: a) Verbs that inherently signify acts of giving (dar and entregar); b) verbs of future giving (ofrecer and otorgar); c) Verbs of sending (enviar). 11 We extracted all tokens that had both complements lexically realized and the verb inflected for 3 rd person subject -singular or plural -and in all tenses 12 in both indicative and subjunctive mood. In Spanish, it is commonly assumed (Jaeggli 1980 , Suñer 1988 , Franco 2000 ; inter alia) that a pronominal dative complement must be realized either as a clitic alone, as shown in (6a), or in the form of an IODC, as in (6b), but never in the form of a PDC, as shown in (6c). to he/to she 'Mary handed him/her he key.' 10 CREA contains approximately 200 million words with data coming from Spain and Latin American countries and the US. The texts are organized in terms of countries and subdivided into genres (books, newspapers, journals/magazines, etc.) and fields (science, art, technology, etc.) . The samples used for this paper are all dated between1974-2004. Those published earlier than 1980 were mostly novels; media materials as well as nonfiction books were generally more recent. 11 We did not include verbs of throw-type like tirar 'throw' or echar 'throw' because the number of tokens for these verbs extremely small. 12 The tenses include Present, Future, Imperfect, Preterite and Conditional for the Indicative Mood, and Present and Imperfect for the Subjunctive Mood. Although the Subjunctive paradigm can be used for commands, we did not include these in the data base. Neither did we include tokens in which the verb appears in the non-finite form. 13 Sentences like this are used to focalize the pronominal complement. If no focalization is necessary, only the clitic is used, as shown in (6a). c) The rate of occurrence of the IODC relative to that of the PDC varies among the five verbs. While entregar, ofrecer, and otorgar show a similar rate, dar shows a relatively higher rate and enviar a lower rate.
Linguistic
The point b) is particularly important because it indicates that dative clitic doubling is not as widespread as is commonly claimed (Jaeggli 1982 , Parodi 1998 Company 2006; inter alia With certain types of nominals, the classification could not be made simply by looking at them independently; instead, attention had be paid to the relation they hold with the event denoted by the sentence. Take, for instance, locational terms referring to a country, city, region, etc. They can be interpreted as [+locational•goal] or [+organizational] , depending on how they are used in the sentence, as illustrated in (9a) and (9b) In (9a), el DF 'Federal District' 20 is used to indicate a location reached by a messenger; therefore, it is [+locational•goal], whereas in (9b) Cuba is used as an organization composed of human members; therefore, it is [+organizational] . Similar ambiguities were observed with nominals like escuela 'school', banco 'bank', clínica 'clinic', etc.; they can be [+locational•goal] or [+organizational] . With these potentially ambiguous nominals, we based the classification on how they were used in the sentence.
Finally, nominals that are [-animate, -organizational, -locationa•goal] occur primarily when some dative verbs are used to express metaphorical extensions (Goldberg 1995) as well as when dar 'give' is used in idioms. See the next section for more details. Table 2 below shows how the tokens of the IO of each of the five verb are distributed over the 6 classes of objects. Note the distributions over definite and indefinite objects are listed separately. The results are given in both raw numbers and in percentages. 20 El DF 'the DF' refers to the capital of Mexico, which is equivalent to Washington D. a) All verbs show a strong tendency to have definite IOs (overall 94%, with the range of 92%~100%). 22 Indefinite IOs are either non-existent or extremely rare (overall 6%, with the range of 0%~8%). This tendency results in a significant effect for definiteness (b=3.07, z=5.00, p<0.001) in the distribution of IO tokens. the most prototypical class to assume the role of Possessor. Overall, this class occurs more frequently than any other classes as IOs, resulting in a significant effect for class (b=-0.43, z=-3.40, p=0.001).
Findings (I): distribution of IOs among classes
c) We observe certain lexical differences among the five verbs in terms of how their IOs are distributed among different classes of definite objects. Entregar and enviar tend to restrict their IOs to be [+definite, +human, +individual](Class 1a). Other verbs, however, show certain degrees of relaxation of this restriction. With ofrecer and otorgar definite human individuals still constitute the most frequent class for IOs but at a lower rate. With dar, this class is not even the most frequent one for IOs.
21 The percentage represents the rate of occurrence against the total number of tokens found for each verb, including definite and indefinite classes. For instance, with entregar, there were 35 tokens of Class 1a IOs; thus, this class accounts for the 90% of the total number of IO tokens, 40, shown at the bottom of the column. 22 The same observation is made by Aranovich (2012) , who studied Argentenean newspapers with respect to dar. 23 Given that the current data consists of a count outcome with multiple categorical variables, a negative binomial regression model is selected for analysis for Tables 2 and 3 , where chi-square is insufficient. Because the data is overdispersed, this model is selected over a Poisson regression model and robust standard errors are used.
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In essence, the five verbs can be placed in a scale for selecting definite human individuals for IOs: entregar (90%) > enviar (89%)> ofrecer (78%) > otorgar (57%) > dar (34%). As the three verbs on the righthandside of the scale, ofrecer, otrogar, and dar, decrease the rate of selecting human individual IOs, they allow definite organizational (Class 4a) IOs at a moderate rate (11%, 19%, and 10%, respectively). In addition, the two final verbs, especially dar, show a high compatibility with definite inanimate (Class 6a) IOs (21% and 47%, respectively). We now turn our attention to why otorgar and dar occur frequently with inanimate IOs, in particular, the latter (47%). Beginning with dar, all tokens of this verb occurring with inanimate IOs, except for a few tokens 24 , are instances of what Goldberg (1995) call metaphorical extensions, 25 as illustrated in (10) and (11) Goldberg (1995) explains that ditransitives should normally have a human subject and a human recipient, i.e., possessor, but that in cases like (10) and (11) above one can still argue that the IO, though not human, should be construed as a recipient of the effect of the event, if not a possessor. Note that Goldberg defines the role of Possessor in a narrow sense, i.e., owner. In order to generalize animate and inanimate datives in ditransitive constructions, Goldberg prefers using the role of Recipient rather than of Possessor to refer to them. I will discuss in 3.6 below whether examples like (10) and (11) can also be construed as cases of caused possession. We also found that with otorgar, all cases of IODCs involving inanimate IOs were instances of metaphors, as illustrated in (12) 24 See verb-bare N combination idioms in 3.5 below. 25 Metaphorical extensions also cover cases in which the subject is inanimate, as shown in ex. (12), where the subject is esto 'this'.
IOs (ofrecer, otorgar, and dar) and [-animate, -organizational, -locationa •goal] -inanimateIOs (otorgar and dar). We postulate that these idiosyncrasies manifested by the five verbs correlate with their lexical semantics to a great degree.
Indefinite IOs are extremely rare across all five verbs; we found only 35 tokens altogether, corresponding to merely 6% of all IO tokens.
Findings (II): distribution of PPs among classes
Next we turn to PPs, whose distributions are summarized in Table 3 a) All verbs still show a fairly strong tendency to have definite PPs (overall 87%, with the range 83%~98%); however, definite PPs are slightly less frequent than definite IOs (overall 94%, with the range 92%~100%). Consequently, indefinite PPs (overall 13%, with the range 2%~17%) are slightly more frequent than indefinite IOs (overall 6%, with the range 0%~8%). Statistically, the distribution of PP tokens also shows a significant effect for definiteness (b=2.01, z=3.80, p<0.001). However, while definiteness is a significant factor for both IO and PP tokens, there is a lower effect for definiteness for PPs (b=2.01) than for IOs (b=3.07).
b) Although all verbs may still appear with PPs comprising human individuals (Class 1), the rate of this class diminishes across the board from IOs to PPs: entregar (93% to 63%); enviar (95% to 41%); ofrecer (86% to 68%); otorgar (56% to 45%); dar (38% to 24%). Instead, PP tokens are spread out over a variety of classes. Unlike for IOs, class of objects is not significant for the distribution of PPs (b=-.10, z=-1.00, p=0.32).
c) As the rate of human individuals decreases, the rate of other classes increases in various areas of the table. Focusing on the definite side of the table, entregar and enviar, for instance, include more definite organizations (Class 4a) for PPs (29% and 22%, respectively) than for IOs (5% and 6%, respectively), whereas ofrecer, otorgar, and dar allow more definite inanimates (Class 6a) for PPs (15%, 27%, and 54%, respectively) than for IOs (3%, 23%, and 47%, respectively). Note also that enviar now includes a considerable rate of locational goals (Class 5a) for PPs (34%), not found for IOs.
As noted above, one of the differences between IOs and PPs is that for the latter, the occurrence of inanimates (Class 6) becomes more frequent for all verbs except enviar (0%). In particular, for dar, indefinite inanimates (Class 6b) increase from IOs (1%) to PPs (12%). The reason for this jump is due to dar's ability to form verb-bare noun combination idioms (V-BN idioms, henceforth), as illustrated in (13) and (14) What formally constitutes the DO in these sentences is a bare noun, and it does not refer to an entity. In these cases, dar, whose meaning of 'giving' is bleached out, combines with a bare noun to form a predicate that takes a patient/theme argument rather than a recipient/possessor argument. Therefore, sentences like (13) and (14) are not three-participant constructions in a strict sense. 27 Among the V-BN idioms found in the corpus, we can observe some patterns, as summarized in (15) A. With transitive deverbal nouns a. dar + impulso a X 'give + impulse to X' = 'to propel/push X' b. dar + vuelta a X 'give + turn to X' = 'to turn X over' B. With intransitive deverbal nouns c. dar +salida a X 'give + exit to X' = 'to cause/allow X to exit' d. dar +nacimiento a X 'give + birth to X' = 'to cause/allow X to be born'
28
Type TWO: Dar + non deverbal nouns A. General meaning: 'to cause/allow X to come to exist' a. dar + origen a X 'give + origin to X' b. dar + pie a X 'give + foot a X' B. General meaning: 'to cause/allow X to cease to exist' a. dar + fin a X 'give + end to X' b. dar + término a X 'give + end to X'
The V-BN idioms found in the corpus almost exclusively take PPs made up of inanimate entities, proliferating the number of such tokens. Those signifying the appearance of an object (some of Type ONE, B and Type TWO, A) 29 are particularly felicitous with indefinite nominals, as shown in (14) above, contributing to the relatively high occurrence of indefinite inanimate (Class 6b) PPs (12%). It is of importance to note that V-BN idioms seem to be monopolized by PDCs; they rarely occur in IODCs.
30 Also, we found no token of V-BN idiom constructions of the type listed in (15) with otorgar or any other verbs, suggesting that these verbs are unable to form such idioms, possibly due to their heavier semantic content.
Both dar and otorgar included a good number of tokens of metaphorical extensions, as shown in (16) Ofrecer also has a good number of inanimate PPs, as illustrated in (18) and (19) below.
28 This idiom does not mean 'give birth (to a child)' but 'give rise (to something)'. 29 Sentences including this type of idioms coincide with the so-called presentational sentences, whose function is to present a new object to the universe of discourse (cf. Suñer 1982) . 30 There were a few examples of V-BN idioms with dar in IODCs; however, the number was extremely small (17 in the entire corpus). See 3.6 for more discussion on this topic. Is this an instance of metaphors? Note that the theme argument here is fixed, i.e., someone's (entire) life/lives, and the PP is restricted to certain semantic types, i.e., a cause, profession, or course of study; therefore, we consider entregar su vida a 'dedicate his/her life to' an idiomatic expression. This indicates that metaphors are very rare with entregar.
To summarize this section, we found that PPs have a strong tendency to be [+definite], but at a slightly lower rate than IOs. Consequently, we see some increase in indefinite PPs with all verbs except enviar.
We also found that the rate of [+human, +individual] (Class 1) PPs is lower than that of the same type of IOs for all verbs, although the degree of decrease varies from verb to verb. Consequently, we see a higher rate of other classes of objects constituting PPs. The locus of the increase, however, varies from verb to verb. Focusing on the [+definite] tokens, we observed the following: a) Entregar and envier allow a higher rate of organizations; b) enviar allows locational goals; and c) ofrecer, otorgar, and dar allow a higher rate of inanimates.
Comparing the IOs and PPs with respect to their distributional patterns
In this section we summarize our findings in an attempt to characterize the distributional differences between IODCs and PDCs. The first research question posed in Section 1 was: Does the corpus data allow us to identify any particular referential properties associated with the dative argument in the PDC or the IODC? If we look for a few referential features that would uniquely distinguish the two types of dative arguments from each other, the answer is no. We found that IODCs and PDCs are not totally in complementary distribution, showing both similarities and differences. We also found that the five verbs do not always behave equally, although some tend to cluster together by showing similar patterns.
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To begin, our findings show that the IO and the PP are similar in that both have a strong tendency to be [+definite] in general. In addition, both types of arguments can be human individuals, a prototypical class to assume the role of Possessor. Then, where exactly do we see the differences between the two types of the dative arguments? First observe Table 4 , which makes a verb-by-verb comparison of IOs and PPs that are [+definite] . In this table, the number outside the parenthesis represents the raw number of tokens for the class of objects and the type of dative argument specified; the percentage in the parenthesis is the rate this number occupies in the total number of tokens of either IOs or PPs for a particular verb. 33 In essence, with some lexical differences, IOs tend to be [+definite, +human, +individual], whereas PPs are not subject to any such constraints, enjoying broader distribution. In the remainder of this section, we present qualitative analyses of our data to substantiate this conclusion further.
As we explore Table 4 , we can observe that there are some specific areas where PPs show broader distribution than IOs, by gaining new robust classes of objects not or rarely evidenced for IOs. This surge in numbers from IOs to PPs is most prominently manifested in several places in the table. First, note that the number of tokens of organizations (Class 4a) for entregar and enviar goes from 2 (3%) to 57 (97%) and from 1 (2%) to 53 (98%), respectively. In addition, enviar includes 83 locational goals for PP, a class non-existent for IOs. Finally, the number of tokens of inanimates for ofrecer rises from 1 (4%) to 27 (96%).
34
With dar IOs and PPs show very similar distribution among definite objects. However, although not explicitly manifested in the table, there is one area in which the IODC is rarely used, and the PDC seems to be the norm: dar-bare N combination idioms, as seen in (15) above. Of all tokens of idioms found in the corpus, the IO-PP ratio was 17 (7%) -218 (93%). If we just consider these idioms of Type TWO, which denote appearance or disappearance of objects, such as dar lugar a 'give rise to (lit. 'give place') or dar término a 'put an end to (lit. give end), etc., all such tokens are PPs.
Are there any additional areas in which IOs are disallowed or disfavored, but PPs can freely occur? As discussed earlier, we saw a slightly higher rate of [-definite] There are two areas in which PPs register a notable preference over IOs, the first of which concerns human individuals with entregar. Note that there is only 1 token of IO and 27 seven tokens of PPs. As we examined all these tokens closely, we found that out of 27 tokens of PPs, 24 were plural -bare or quantified -and 1 consisted of an indefinite pronoun that introduce a free relative, quienes 'whoever (pl)', as shown in (21) 
. El imperio de las drogas)
The remaining 2 tokens were singular consisting of the indefinite determiner and a noun like un hombre 'a man'. The sole IO was a quantified indefinite, dos hombres 'two men'. We proceeded to examine indefinite IOs and PPs appearing with the rest of verbs, and our findings for all verbs were as follows: a) free relative pronouns (sg and pl) strongly favored PPs (90%); b) plural human indefinites -not including free relative prounouns -strongly favored PPs (90%); and c) singular indefinites, on the other hand, showed some inclination towards IOs Linguistic Discovery 10.3:208-240 (72%). So, IOs tend to resist plural indefinite human individuals and free relative pronouns; whereas PPs may appear with any kinds of indefinites.
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The second instance in which the PP shows a strong preference over IO is when dar occurs with indefinite inanimates. We looked at those instances in which indefinite inanimates occur with dar+bare N combination idioms. For these instances, all tokens involved events depicting the appearance of an object; all tokens were PPs. We assume that this is a case in which PPs are obligatory, and IOs are not allowed at all.
To summarize, although IOs and PPs are not entirely in complementary distribution, there are areas in which the selection of PPs is obligatory or strongly favored, and consequently, IOs are disallowed or strongly disfavored, as stated as follows: We initially predicted that IODCs would have more restricted distribution than PDCs and this prediction is borne out by our findings. Now the question that arises is the following: Are the constraints placed on IOs the consequence of the lexical dative "agreeing" with some intrinsic properties of the co-occurring clitic? In other words, does the presence of a clitic oblige its coreferent lexical dative to meet certain semantic conditions? There is no straightforward answer to this question because the verbs show conflicting results. For instance, entrega and enviar strongly resist to inanimate IOs, but dar freely takes inanimate IOs to express metaphors. Therefore, the referential properties of the IO do not seem to be entirely governed by whatever 35 Non-human indefinites do occur with PPs; however, the number was too small to show any patterns. So, we limit our discussion to human individuals. 36 What is stated in a), b), and c) is based on the tokens that are [+definite] since there are so few of such tokens that are [-definite], whereas d) applies to both [±definite] tokens. 37 Recall that metaphors are very rare with entregar 'hand, submit' and non-existent with enviar 'send'. With otorgar 'to grant' metaphors tend to be more frequent with PPs than IOs (cf. footnote 35). So, dar 'give' is the only verb that does not comply with this constraint. 38 Recall that the dative that occurs with dar-bare N idioms does not assume the role of Recipient/Possessor but of Theme/Patient.
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referential properties the co-ocurring clitic may have; rather, lexical semantic properties of the verb chosen seem to have a more influential role. Since we are unable to say anything conclusive at this time, we limit ourselves to raising the issue, leaving it for future investigation.
Uniform multiple meaning approach vs. verb sensitive approach: evaluation
In this section we consider whether our data supports the traditional uniform multiple meaning approach or the alternative sensitive approach to the Spanish dative alternation. For English, the two positions agree that the double object construction (DOC) always denotes caused possession across all dative verbs. However, the two approaches critically differ in how they characterize the event scheme for the prepositional dative construction (PDC). The uniform multiple meaning approach postulates that the PDC uniformly denotes caused motion across all dative verbs. The verb sensitive approach, on the other hand, takes a different position by arguing that the meaning of the PDC depends on the verb-type. With give-type verbs, the PDC also denotes caused possession, whereas with send-type verbs, the PDC may denote caused motion or cause possession.
Before we begin a discussion on this topic, we briefly touch on how we define the notion of possession. Many sentences in our data are instances of metaphors, which do not denote prototypical giving events, where an object is transferred from x-person (subject) to y-person (IO or PP). Thus, we are specifically interested in showing that metaphors are also instances of caused possession.
When a dative sentence encodes caused possession, its meaning is commonly represented as in (3b) -repeated below.
(3b) [x cause [z HAVE y] .
"caused possession"
Variable x corresponds to the subject, z the dative, and y the DO. Beavers (2010) , following Harley (2002) , assumes that the notion of possession encoded in caused possession predicates is the same as that encoded by the verb have and shows that the caused possession also allows the four relations of have proposed by Tham (2005) , as illustrated in (22) (23) and (24) below.
(23) He has no time/mercy. (abstract possession) (Heine 2007, ex. 7, p. 88) (24) The tree has few branches. (inanimate inalienable possession) (Heine 2007, ex. 9, p. 88) 39 The sentences here are modified from those given by Beavers. 40 Heine also lists alienable possession, but he subdivides it into three subcategories: a) physical (Do you have a pen?); b) temporary (I have a car that I use to go to the office, but it belongs to my wife); and c) permanent (Judy has a car, but I use it all the time).
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Heine distinguishes inanimate inalienable possession from alienable possession because the latter only involves animates explaining that the former type is often referred to as whole-part relationship. We found instances of all notions of possession with respect to dar 'give' in the corpus except focus possession.
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Let us now examine whether metaphors can be considered as instances of possession. Of all types of possession, metaphors primarily fall into the category of inanimate inalienable possession. First observe (10) and (12), already seen above, and repeated below.
(10) El dueño fue muy amable y comprensivo conmigo y esto le dio alas a mi corazón.
'The owner was very kind and understanding with me and this gave wings to my heart.' (Poniatowska, E. 1978 . Querido Diego, te abraza Quiela) (12) Esto prueba que en la Nicaragua actual se le otorga al arte un papel protagónico. 'This proves that in modern Nicaragua they grant art a leading role.' (Proceso, 09/02/1997 : SUCEDE EN NICARAGUA)
Here the whole-part relationship is observed between the IO and the DO, which can be encoded by the Spanish verb of possession tener 'have', as shown in (10)' and (12)' below, confirming that metaphors can also be construed as caused possession.
(10)' Mi corazón tiene alas. 'My heart has wings.'
(12)' El arte tiene un papel protagónico. 'Art has a leading role.'
Now let us proceed to evaluate two semantic approaches -uniform multiple meaning approach and verb sensitive approach to the dative alternation. In Section 1, we briefly saw that a givetype verb entregar 'hand, submit', while it was compatible with a human recipient in either construction, it was never compatible with a locational goal in either construction. A send-type verb enviar 'send', on the other hand, was compatible with a human recipient in both the IODC and the PDC, but it was compatible with a locational goal recipient only in the PDC. These facts suggest that the verb sensitive approach may be more adequate to account for the Spanish dative alternation as well. We examine some data to see if this approach can be supported further. To begin, let us go back to Table 3 , which shows the distribution of PPs. Note that there was no token of [+locational•goal] (Class 5) PPs found in the corpus not only with dar 'give' and entregar 'hand/submit' but also with ofrecer 'offer' and otorgar 'grant'. We found, however, a good number of tokens of such PPs with enviar 'send', as illustrated in (25) below and (9a) seen above. These facts suggest that none of the give-type verbs may be capable of denoting caused motion even in the PDC.
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41 Interestingly, what is considered as the most prototypical case of caused possession, which involves alienable possession (with animate dative), is not the most frequent type in the corpus. This can easily be seen in Table 2 and 3, which show that both IOs and PPs with dar have the highest number of tokens in classes that are [-animate] . 42 There was no token of [+locational•goal] IOs with any of the verbs (cf. RH&L (2008) raises several arguments to refute the uniform multiple meaning approach, in particular, the claim that give-type verbs denote caused motion even in the PDC. We examine two of those arguments to see if they also apply to Spanish. In the first place, RH&L explain that if we were to understand caused motion for give-type verbs as transfer of possession, sentences like the following would pose problems to the uniform multiple meaning approach.
(26a) We gave a fresh coat of paint to the house. (26b) One of the Jewish children is a spunky girl, who gave a black eye to the kid with the German roots. (RH&L 2008, exx19a and b: 139) Note that the DO in these sentences does not exist at the outset of the event; thus, it cannot be moved, i.e., transferred, from one party to another. RH&L, based on theses sentences and other data, conclude that give-type verbs, even in the to variant, do not have an event schema that includes a path. They propose that give-type of verbs denote caused possession irrespective of the construction in which they appear. Note that even though there was no transfer occurred in sentences in (26), the dative holds the relation of POSSESS/HAVE with the DO at the end, exactly the same event schema for the DOC, as shown in (3b) above.
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Searching through our corpus, it was not difficult to find examples with dar 'give' that are similar to those given in (26) above, as illustrated in (27) and (16), the latter repeated below. The corpus provides numerous examples of this kind, indicating that they are very common in the usage. 'The enthusiasm of all of the assistants was giving a party atmosphere to the act.' (Velazco Piña, A. 1987. Regina) Note that in neither of these examples is it the case that the subject possessed the DO at the outset of the event and caused it to move or transfer to the PP; nevertheless, the dative comes to possess the DO at the end.
One last piece of evidence we consider in support of the verb sensitive approach comes from idioms and idiomatic expressions. RH&L explains that the structures posited by Harley (2002) of the dative alternation constructions, as shown in (4a) and (4b), assume that fixed theme idioms, since they are assumed to form a constituent, may only appear in the DOC but not in the PDC. RH&L argue that Harley's analysis makes wrong predictions because fixed theme idioms are not restricted to the DOC but also evidenced in the PDC, as shown in the following examples they provide from a corpus.
(28a) Police lend an ear to the victim. (28b) . . . You want to give a wide berth to political discussion. (28c) Gordie Gillespie can still give a piece of his mind to umps. (RH&L 2008, exx. 57b, c & d, p. 153) Let us consider one Spanish idiomatic expression with a fixed theme comprising dar 'give': dar la espalda a 'turn one's back to (lit. give the back to)'. This idiomatic expression can appear not only in an IODC but also in a PDC, as shown in (29a) In addition, all the Type Two dar-bare N combination idioms, like dar lugar 'give rise', etc. seen in (15) would be problematic for Harley's proposal, as also observed by RH&L because these predominantly appear in PDCs. In summary, we found sufficient evidence supporting the conclusion that the verb sensitive approach advocated by RH&L (2008) more adequately explains the Spanish dative alternation than the uniform multiple meaning approach advocated by Harley (2002) , Demonte (1995) , Bleam (2003), and Cuervo (2003) .
Linguistic an entity. Our corpus data also confirmed the rarity of clitic doubling for organizational datives appearing with certain verbs.
Maldonado argues that there are cases in which both the presence and the absence of a clitic are grammatical choices, as shown in (33), but the speaker may choose to use a clitic in order to establish a close link between the subject and the dative argument.
(33) sabe que su declinación le/Ø daría al foxismo la presidencia de la república.
'he knows that his declining the position would give the presidency of the republic to Fox's party.' (Maldonado ex. 48a, p. 18) Maldonado explains that in this sentence the use of le would "make the giving of the presidency irrefutable" (1999: 18), while the zero option implies that the "act of giving optional " (1999: 18) . Furthermore, Maldonado argues that if a predicate used in ditransitives involves physical contact between the subject and the dative, the lack of a dative clitic would yield questionable or ill-formed sentences, as shown in (34) and (35). He explains that physical contact between the two participants means a close link between them, which requires a clitic.
(34) Tachún le/??# dio un beso a Adrián (Maldonado ex. 48c, p. 18) 'Tachún gave Adrian a kiss.'
(35) Juan no le/#Ø quiso dar la mano a Joaquín.
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'Juan did not want to give Joaquín his hand'
Ultimately, Maldonado reduces the IO and the PP selection to a discourse phenomenon, arguing that the clitic is used by the speaker to "validate a giving event" (1999: 19), for instance, by witnessing it, whereas the zero option is chosen to simply report such an event without validating it. He concludes that for this reason, there is a strong tendency not to use the clitic in newspaper headlines. How adequate is Maldonado's proposal? First, we remind the reader that the explanation he uses to describe the contrast between the presence and the absence of the clitic in (33) is reminiscent of the well-known entailment or inference patterns often used by advocates of the multiple meaning approach to the dative alternation. For instance, Green (1974: 157) observes that in English the DOC in the following pair implies that Mary has actually learned linguistics, i.e., there was a successful transfer of knowledge, but the PDC is neutral on this point. However, as pointed out by RH&L (2008) , with verbs that inherently signify acts of giving like give, lend, loan, etc., these implications do not hold. In either construction, the conjunction of a sentence negating successful transfer would yield an odd sentence, as shown in (37). Based on these pairs alone, the factor of physical contact itself does not definitively account for the preferred or obligatory use of a dative clitic.
Although the concept of linkage may not be strong enough to account for data, there seems to be a certain truth to Maldonado's claim that the clitic is used to "validate the event". Although not explicitly put forth, Maldonado seems to claim that the speaker/writer uses a clitic to mark evidentiality or a particular stance he takes towards the event depicted: with a clitic, the speaker/writer makes a commitment that the event actually took place, but without one he makes no such commitment. Let us go back to the pair of sentences in (38)-(40). In (38) and (39), this explanation seems to account for the contrast. Judging from the surrounding context, the asentences appear to present events conceptualized as personally experienced by the author, whereas the b-sentences are just simple reports (in the newspaper) of rapidly occurring events. The use of the adverb supuestamente 'supposedly' in (38b) indicates that the series of events depicted were not personally witnessed by the author. Nonetheless, in (40), the same contrast is not so explicit because the context surrounding the sipping event is equally detailed, and the event appears to be personally experienced in both cases.
Accounting for argument selection in dative alternation using the notion of evidentiality or stance-taking may seem promising; however, it is challenging to empirically prove that a clitic marks such notions. We would first need to establish rigorous evaluatory methodology. We leave this topic for another occasion, for it is beyond the scope of the present paper.
Functional perspective on the IO/PP selection: Belloro (2007)
Belloro (2007), using Argentinean oral data, looks at sentences like (41), where the recipient argument is encoded in three different ways, -by a dative clitic alone, by a clitic doubling construction, or by an NP alone (our PP) -, taking the information structure perspective. (41c) Juan entregó la llave a un señor que estaba junto a la puerta.
'John handed the key to a gentleman who was by the door.'
Belloro, adopting the cognitive states of discourse referents proposed by Van Valin and La Polla (1997) , directly links each of these three forms of encoding with a pragmatically defined discourse function, as follows:
If dative arguments 50 are normally definite, topical, cognitively active, in the minds of interlocutors, then, doubling emerges as a marked construction that codifies a marked meaning: it occurs when the referent in question is less accessible than normally expected for a dative argument; i.e. when the clitic alone would not suffice for establishing the intended referent.
Cases of NP-exclusive encoding are simply extreme examples of a deviation from the expected pattern, as they involve referents that not only are not accessible, but further are not even identifiable. (2007: 145) Belloro gives the sentence shown in (42) below to illustrate that a clitic le 'to him/her' is used when the referent is "cognitively active", in other words, when it can be retrieved, at the point when it is used.
(42) … estuve hablando con---Susi y le contaba mis angustias. (Belloro 2007, ex. 138c) '…I was talking to ---Susi and I was telling her my concerns .'
With respect to clitic doubling, Belloro's claim seems to be supported by our data. We have seen above that the IO (in our term) in dative constructions tends to be definite; thus, its referent is identifiable. How about accessibility? Belloro gives two instances in which the "clitic alone would not suffice for establishing the intended referent" and which require clitic doubling: a) there are competing referents that can be linked to the dative clitic; or b) the referent is discourse new. We give examples from our corpus, illustrating these two instances below. (Belloro 2007: 141, ex. 136a) 'We must give opportunities to all/All must be given opportunities.'
However, the analysis Belloro gives for this type of encoding holds only partially, since our data indicate that PPs are not restricted to objects that are non referential or indefinite but may well be definite. In fact, even if we consider only definite human individuals, the IO-PP ratio is 229 (29%) -564 (71%) (cf. '… On one of the last seats was (found) Mrs. Teresa López widow of Romero. Upon seeing the young woman in front of her, the widow took the jar of sleeping pills out of her bag and gave it to her saying: -I would like to be able to give you something of value, but this is now the only thing I have. … The aid-de-camp took the jar in her hands and (a) passed it to her companion… With kind and loving tone (of voice) she affirmed: -If that is already the only thing you have, then, what is fair is that you begin to receive. Here (lit. take) -as she said this, (b) she handed the widow the bag that contained the donations-, I am sure that it will serve you for something. (Velasco Piña, A. 1987) Linguistic Discovery 10.3:208-240 In sentence (a) lo pasó a su acompañante, note that the dative is not accompanied by a clitic, although it is identifiable and discourse new. If we were to follow Belloro, this dative should have been doubled by a clitic, as in se lo pasó a su acompañante. 52 Equally, in the sentence (b) Tome -al decir esto entregó a la viuda la bolsa que contenía los donativos, the dative goes without a clitic even though it is identifiable and accessible from the discourse. Thus, it should have been doubled by the dative clitic le according to Belloro's claim. More examples similar to these are found in our corpus, which makes Belloro's analysis altogether problematic. A reader may ponder if the discrepancy between her corpus and ours might have something to do with dialect or register differences: Belloro uses an Argentinean oral corpus and we a Mexican written corpus. However, the basic problem of her analysis seems to derive from the fact that she bases her analysis of the PDC on only three tokens. 53 We must thus conclude that Belloro's proposal that the argument selection in dative constructions is governed by information structure considerations cannot be sustained for Spanish, particularly because a definite nominal -which has an identifiable referent -may appear as an IOs or a PP. Spanish and English diverge from each other in this respect.
Conclusion
In this paper we conducted a corpus study of two dative constructions in Mexican written Spanish in an attempt to identify the distributional differences between IODCs and PDCs on the basis of the referential properties of their dative argument, the IO and the PP. Along the way, we also evaluated if our corpus data supported several analyses proposed on the Spanish dative alternation.
The corpus showed that overall, PDCs are significantly more frequent than IODCs. With regard to their distributional differences, we found that IODCs and PDCs are not entirely in complementary distribution, for in both constructions the dative argument tends to be [+definite] . Nevertheless, IOs show much more restricted distribution than PPs, being subject to constraints characterizable on the basis of referential properties. PPs, on the other hand, are free of any such constraints. We also found that the selection of the verb influences the property of the dative argument, especially of IOs. For entregar 'hand, submit', enviar 'send', and ofrecer 'offer', IOs were predominantly definite human individuals; however, for dar 'give' and otorgar 'grant', IOs are not confined to this class but cover a greater variety of classes of objects including inanimates. 52 Here se is an allomorph of le, which is used whenever le is contiguous to a third person accusative clitic. It is commonly called spurious se (Perlmutter 1979) . 53 The three examples Belloro uses are provided below.
(i)
Hay que dar oportunidades a todos. 'Opportunities should be given to all. ' (ii) Nosotros no habíamos querido pedir el auto prestado a nadie. 'We hadn't wanted to borrow the car from anyone.' (iii) Ayer a las seis de la tarde salí a comprar….eh…eh…eh… u…unas cosas a Alvarado.
'Yesterday at six in the afternoon I went out to buy…eh…eh…eh…s…some things for Alvarado.' (Belloro 2007, exx. 136a, b & c, p. 141-142) Belloro, however, dismisses the sentence in iii where the dative is referential (Alvarado) as a processing error due to hesitations.
Linguistic Discovery 10.3:208-240
sensical because without a clitic the dative would be assigned the θ-role of Goal (our locational goal) by the preposition a 'to'. He argues that for these sentences to be appropriately interpreted, they require a dative clitic, which gets a particular θ-role from the verb and transmits it to the corresponding lexical dative. Aside from the θ-role transmission mechanism, Jaeggli's claim that the dative clitic blocks a from contributing to the meaning of a sentence seems intuitively correct. Following Jaeggli's line of thought, the dative of give-type and of send-type verbs can get the role of Recipient (and of eventual possessor) with or without a clitic. This seems to be the reason why clitic doubling is slower to spread to cases involving Recipient. In addition, our findings show that the PDC may denote what the IODC does, and this seems to explain the more pervasive distribution of the PDC over the IODC. As a final note, it would be important to carry out a similar study with spoken Spanish. However, a spoken corpus generally has a very limited number of tokens of dative constructions containing lexical datives and a necessary stock of verbs; thus, it would be extremely difficult to see any distributional differences between the two dative constructions.
